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Abstract

Historians of the American penal state agree that "eugenics"-the global
scientific and social movement for government managing of the "racial
stock" of society-was a significant influence on the major wave of penal
expansion that took shape in the first decades of the twentieth century,
commonly described as the "Progressive Era." As a social and scientific
movement that identified both individuals and whole races as more or
less "fit," eugenics fell out of cultural favor in the 1940s following
international revulsion at the enthusiastic eugenic practice of the Nazi
regime. Ever since then, prevailing ideas in American penal policy, both
liberal and conservative, have largely (although not completely) avoided
classic eugenic arguments. However, decades after policy makers
renounced its prevailing ideas, a growing body of scholarship points to
the ongoing legacy of eugenic thinking about crime and crime prevention
that likely intensified the punitive turn of the late twentieth century and
continues to shape the penal state today. It is not that contemporary
penal policy makers consciously or perhaps unconsciously continue to
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Historians of the American penal state agree that "eugenics"-the global
scientific and social movement for government managing of the "racial
stock" of society-was a significant influence on the major wave of penal
expansion that took shape in the first decades of the twentieth century,
commonly described as the "Progressive Era." As a social and scientific
movement that identified both individuals and whole races as more or
less "fit," eugenics fell out of cultural favor in the 1940s following
international revulsion at the enthusiastic eugenic practice of the Nazi
regime. Ever since then, prevailing ideas in American penal policy, both
liberal and conservative, have largely (although not completely) avoided
classic eugenic arguments. However, decades after policy makers
renounced its prevailing ideas, a growing body of scholarship points to
the ongoing legacy of eugenic thinking about crime and crime prevention
that likely intensified the punitive turn of the late twentieth century and
continues to shape the penal state today. It is not that contemporary
penal policy makers consciously or perhaps unconsciously continue to
hold eugenic beliefs or assumptions (although that is possible) but rather,
this Essay argues, that an ensemble of strategic criminal justice
principles, anchored in eugenic beliefs and assumptions, has broken off
from this source material to become a taken-for-granted "realism about
American crime" that is now fully color-blind yet remains anchored in the
strategic imperatives of the Progressive Era. It is in this context that this
Essay suggests we should read Graham v. Connor today, a quarter
century after its formulation at the peak of the punitive turn of the late
twentieth century, as part of broader judicial realism about American
crime that has led the Supreme Court to curb individual rights in the
name of giving law enforcement a necessary margin.

This Essay examines one particularly influential vehicle through which
eugenic ideas changed into a realism about crime control, traveling across
time and beyond their original source material: Benjamin Cardozo.
Judicial hero for the Legal Realists and their successors, star of the New
York Court of Appeals, and Supreme Court appointee at the height of the
Progressive/Eugenic Era, Cardozo has remained a fascination to casebook
authors and biographers. In one of the most famous sentences in modern
criminal procedure, Cardozo wrote, in summing up the reasons New York
and other states had for rejecting the exclusionary rule as a remedy for
police violations of constitutional privacy: "The criminal is to go free
because the constable has blundered." This short sentence, with its deft
deployment of a nostalgic characterization of police and its slightly
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alarming image of the criminal set free to prey upon society, does as well
as perhaps any sentence could have to capture the essence of a broad
eugenic program for battling America's alarming crime problem in the
interwar years and turn it into a piece of judicially sanctioned realism.
Indeed, this sentence has been emblematic of crime-control values ever
since Cardozo put pen to paper. Intersecting in Cardozo's arresting image
is a eugenic program has three key axes: (1 focus on the dangerous
minority, (2) consider law enforcement a weak link, and (3) punish the
criminal, not the crime.

Each of these axes took on a distinctive eugenic logic in the early
twentieth century, but they were translated into a color-blind realism
about crime control that played a key role in the late twentieth-century
war on crime. As Cardozo's influential trope nears its centenary, the
Supreme Court's shifting treatment and recent embrace of Cardozo's
words provides a troubling indicator of the legacies of eugenic thinking in
contemporary criminal law and procedure.

"The criminal is to go free because the constable has blundered."

-Judge Benjamin Cardozo, People v. Defore1

Introduction

In the early decades of the twentieth century, a group of sophisticated
social and biological scientists around the globe convinced much of the
educated public, including Progressive Era judges and lawyers, that
decisive action to prevent the reproduction of the "unfit" through
segregation, sterilization, and pervasive controls on the leisure lives of
the working classes (e.g., prohibition) could eliminate much of the crime
problem in America, as well as "pauperism" and "feeblemindedness."2
Eugenicists were hardly the only source of racism, imperialism, and white
supremacy-or even of "scientific racism"-then in circulation in the United
States, but in its linkage to the emerging universitybased biological and
social sciences, eugenics offered a powerful justification for the growing
"nativism" in the United States in response to mass immigration,
urbanization, and industrialization. In the scope of its support among
educated classes across the political spectrum and ultimately in its
success in legislation and judicial acceptance (especially in the United
States), eugenics stands alone as a successful program for governing
society allegedly to optimize its social and biological traits.
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Although forgotten by many today, historians have shown that eugenics
made a massive and lasting influence on American law and society and on
criminal justice in particular. The nation passed its most exclusionary
immigration laws during the 1920s in explicit reliance on eugenic
expertise.3 Prohibition was implemented by the extraordinary measure of
constitutional amendment, bringing the federal government into crime
control in an enduring way for the first time.4 States expanded their
expensive prison and asylum systems and some eventually pursued the
sterilization of thousands of inmates; the latter was upheld by the
Supreme Court in a near unanimous decision by a Progressive Era hero,
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in the case Buck v. Bell.5

Common to all of these projects was a belief that America had an
unusually significant crime problem due to immigration from "races"
deemed undesirable from eastern and southern Europe, the great
migration of African Americans from the South to the cities of the North,
and the degenerative tendencies that eugenicists and other reformers
believed were an almost inevitable result of the conditions created by
industrial and urban life (and by substances like alcohol, which went
along with these conditions).

Eugenics and the enthusiasm it generated among progressive judges
provided critical support for the major expansion of the penal state that
took place at this time. Often identified with the progressive movement6
these innovations in criminal justice remain a significant part of our penal
landscape today; they include probation, the juvenile court, parole and
the indeterminate sentence, and forms of proactive "preventive"
policing.7 Although these institutions are largely invisible in legal
scholarship on criminal justice,8 they extend criminal justice coercion far
beyond the prison and the police force and concentrate just as heavily on
minority communities.9

This eugenics ideology reached far beyond criminal justice. There are few
areas of the modern regulatory state-that is, the activist form of
government intervention in economy and society that emerged in the
interwar years and reached its peak in the 1970s-that were not touched
or even tainted by the reach of the eugenics ideology. From conservation
and environmentalism to immigration, alcohol and drug policy, and
criminal justice, Progressive Era reformers who championed government's
role in these domains saw eugenic thinking as the common intellectual
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ground on which they arose.10 But few areas were more shaped by the
appeal of the eugenic ideas than criminal justice law and policy. If most
crime was a product of hereditary or racially carried traits, a rigorous
program of segregating the unfit through prisons and asylums and
excluding the racially unfit through immigration restrictions could greatly
reduce the burden of crime and punishment on society in just a
generation or two.

Without ever being internally repudiated, support for eugenics collapsed
after the 1940s in the United States as a result of the global repulsion at
Nazi Germany's eugenics-inspired genocidal policies.11 Indeed, during
the forty years or so after the Second World War, criminal justice thinking
swung decisively against the more explicit elements of eugenic thinking in
criminal justice, especially the biological or racial theory of criminality, in
favor of a greater emphasis on social factors and rehabilitative penology.
A growing body of scholarship suggests that despite this ideological shift,
core elements of the eugenics framework for criminal justice thinking
never went away but instead were largely reinterpreted in light of newer
and less controversial social scientific frameworks.12 This Essay
contributes to this research on the legacy of eugenic ideas in the
contemporary penal state by exploring one plausible line of transmission:
the rhetoric of elite judges in our common-law-oriented legal system.

A broad literature in both political science and sociology argues that ideas
can, at least under some conditions, shape political events and policy
outcomes.13 For ideas to matter in this sense, it must be the case that
outcomes in the world (events, policies, and practices) would-or at the
very least could (since our world is probabilistic in any event)-have been
different if those ideas were not present in something like their then-
present form.14 Ideas, including eugenic ideas, can do this through a
variety of mechanisms, including "culture" (i.e., common beliefs and
understandings), "expert knowledge" that permits further action upon the
actions of others, "social identities" that permit alliances and opposition
lines to be drawn, and "ideologies" or "programmatic beliefs" that help
integrate policy-relevant projects and actors into effective alignments.15
The writings of influential appellate judges in a common law legal system
like the United States can operate in all these ways simultaneously, and
they often do.16

Here we are interested in a unique subset of this "ideas matter"
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literature: ideas that transmit the influence of other ideas over time and
even after those core ideas themselves have suffered serious reputational
damage (as eugenics did after the Nazis). In this context, judicial rhetoric
is particularly important, because unlike many other discursive systems,
appellate legal citation often favors landmark early opinions, the
influential tropes of which then continue to set the terms of debate.

In a 1926 case before the New York Court of Appeals, then-Judge
Cardozo wrote an opinion for the majority rejecting the federal
exclusionary rule for New York in cases where evidence is gathered in
ways that violate the constitutional protection of privacy in the home and
related places.17 Cardozo penned a condemnation of the rule that
became its most significant criticism. Cardozo's pithy formula identified
the problem with the exclusionary rule, famously stating: "The criminal is
to go free because the constable has blundered."18 The case was People
v. Defore,19 and its legacy has cast a long shadow on American
jurisprudence.

It is not surprising that Cardozo, who was characterizing what he took to
be a widespread repudiation of the federal exclusionary rule by state
courts, took a less enthusiastic view of protecting individual rights against
police intrusion through suppressing evidence that might be crucial to
prosecuting defendants in criminal courts. States, then and now, are
responsible for the vast majority of crime control. Federal laws at the
time tended to concentrate on financial crimes, and New York was the
most populous state and the state most identified with the kinds of social
trends eugenicists associated with out-of-control crime: immigration,
urbanization, and industrialization. The federal government might be able
to afford to offer this exceptional protection to legal rights, but states
could hardly be so careless.

Although commentators have noted Cardozo's shrewdness in
characterizing a deliberate police invasion of a person's private room
without warrant or exception as the innocent "blunder" of a
"constable,"20 the figure at the other end of the sentence has been less
discussed.21 In this Essay, I argue that Cardozo's use of the phrase "the
criminal" was likely-in the discursive context of the 1920s-a reference to
the figure of the eugenic or permanent criminal whose future behavior is
determined by inherited traits. Although I cannot prove this claim directly
from the text of Defore, I will demonstrate that both before and after the
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opinion, Cardozo expressed his commitment to a eugenic view of law and
crime policy. Cardozo shared with most other Progressive Era legal and
social scientific elites (and legal realists especially) acceptance of the
eugenic understanding of America's serious crime problem. This he
shared with other prominent legal elites like Roscoe Pound.22

But unlike Pound, Cardozo transformed that conventional elite
understanding of the 1920s, with its explicit racial hierarchy, into a kind
of "judicial realism" about crime control in American cities that is easily
rendered in color-blind terms.23 Cardozo's dry and economical quip
contains a whole understanding of "criminals" in American cities and the
limited capabilities of its blundering "constables," anchored in the eugenic
thinking of the interwar years and a template for crime control along
eugenic principles that was achieving consensus among progressive
reformers in this period. Cardozo is important to this story not because
he was unusual or particularly innovative in pushing this framework but
because his genius as a judicial rhetorician transformed the eugenic
thought shared by many progressive lawyers and jurists in the period into
a color-blind formula that has become an enduring banner of crime-
control realism for modern judges. That formula is comprised of the
following three elements: (1) focus on a dangerous minority, (2) consider
law enforcement a weak link, and (3) punish the criminal, not the crime.

Focus on a Dangerous Minority. Eugenic thinking pointed to serious crime
as the product of a "degenerate" minority ("the criminal") presumed likely
to be violent and predatory in their criminality. For such minorities, the
normal deterrence constraints of the law were presumably ineffectual,
and reform was presumably impossible (or at least unlikely). Early
twentieth-century America was perceived as facing an unprecedented
crime threat because of racial threats from immigration and migration
and from urban conditions that reformers imagined to be criminogenic.
Staying on top of this burgeoning threat required studiously identifying
these especially dangerous offenders, who became the focus of
progressive penal institutions. "The criminal" could be identified by traits
that are either highly visible, like race, or detectable only by the expert
eye. Later, the idea of degeneracy would become unacceptably stained
with the stigma of eugenics, but the closely associated concept of
dangerousness has provided an enduring color-blind way to define "the
criminal."
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Consider Law Enforcement a Weak Link. Law enforcement is generally
ineffective at targeting this dangerous minority of true criminals
(although enforcement can remain part of a reform effort). Indeed, the
same native elites looked at the urban police-made up mostly of the
same immigrants and industrial communities from which arrestees came-
as equally degenerate. Cardozo's dismissal of the blundering constable
holds a contempt that was nativist in its sensibilities and widely shared by
educated Americans in the first half of the twentieth century. It would
take the war on crime to turn police into warriors and experts in the eyes
of the public and the judiciary. Afterwards Cardozo's dismissive tone
would be replaced by a sympathetic concern for the difficulty of their job.

Punish the Criminal, Not the Crime. Facing a population with what was
perceived by elites as a growing criminal element, crime control in the
twentieth century could not afford to become bogged down in the
formalism of legal elements so typical of the nineteenth century.24 A
eugenics-informed crimecontrol model does not mistake the seriousness
of crimes as defined by statutes for the seriousness of the criminal. One
may catch the great criminal committing a minor crime. In Cardozo's time
that meant taking advantage of the new progressive institutions like
probation and parole to send the dangerous minority to as much
imprisonment as possible. The late twentieth century's war on crime
would perfect the art of using extreme sentencing for simple drug-
possessionbased offenses to incapacitate the great criminal.

As Cardozo's arresting trope of criminals gone free and blundering
constables nears its centenary, the Supreme Court's shifting treatment of
it provides a mark of the enduring influence of eugenics in criminology.
From a strategy for tackling America's urban crime crisis in the early
twentieth century, eugenics transformed itself into a pragmatic judicial
realism about crime control that has supported an unprecedented
expansion of law enforcement and punishment in the late twentieth
century and continues to limit efforts at reform.25 In its first postwar
treatment of the issue, the Supreme Court in Wolf v. Colorado26 rejected
the exclusionary rule, even while accepting the Fourth Amendment as
incorporated in the Fourteenth Amendment, citing Cardozo.27 Little more
than a decade later, the Supreme Court reversed itself in Mapp v. Ohio,28
holding that the exclusionary rule was integral to Fourth Amendment
rights and mandatory for state courts.29 The majority dismissed
Cardozo's phrase as superseded by history, citing mid-twentieth-century
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state court decisions adopting the exclusionary rule.30 But the Court has
since returned to the phrase.31 In Herring v. United States32 a major
precedent limiting application of the exclusionary rule in many cases of
less serious police abuse, the Court's majority fully embraced the Cardozo
formula.33

Today, no member of the Supreme Court openly embraces eugenic
thinking; indeed, it remains an anathema across the Court's ideological
divide.34 However, the enthusiastic embrace of the Cardozo formula, with
its eugenic signal about born criminals and bumbling police, aligns closely
with a "realism" about crime and policing that has shaped a highly
deferential application of the Fourth and Eighth Amendments to the
aggressive expansion of the penal state in the late twentieth century.

I. Eugenics

Eugenics was the name35 coined by British scientist Francis Galton to
describe the new, "hard" science of racial improvement that he deduced
from Darwin's theory of evolution and Mendelian principles of hereditary
selection (which suggested that traits could only be inherited and not
changed).36 This new science resonated well with the new discipline of
criminology (or criminal anthropology) that viewed much serious crime as
the product of "criminal types."37 In the United States, eugenics
overlapped with existing paradigms of white supremacy and European
"manifest destiny" to give rise to a whole new generation of measures
intended both to enforce racial segregation and to restrict immigration
and the biological influence of immigrants.38

Presuming that criminality and seemingly related characteristics like
mental illness, "feeblemindedness," or "pauperism" were inheritable,
eugenicists promised to improve almost every aspect of the economic and
social performance of society through segregation of the "unfit" or
"degenerate" from free society.39 Segregation of these groups would
purportedly prevent both their misconduct in the form of criminal
behavior and their having children who would carry these traits. Few
doubted that criminality persisted in society as an inheritable trait, and
therefore most believed it could be stamped out through deft
governmental efforts to segregate and sterilize "carriers" of that kind of
degeneracy.40

Eugenic thinking in the early twentieth century contained multiple internal
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conflicts but had a core set of beliefs about how to reduce crime and
other social problems. Eugenicists agreed that most serious crime could
be traced to individuals with criminal traits (and whole populations in
which such traits were believed to be prevalent).41 Influenced by a
strand of genetics known as Lamarckianism, some eugenicists within the
movement's liberal wing believed that habituated conduct in the life of
the individual could produce inheritable good or bad traits in the next
generation, leading to reformatory as well as exclusionary logics.42
Whether produced by the bad behavior of individuals or simply carried by
them and reproduced, eugenicists shared the belief that biological
degeneration accounted for what many perceived as the rise of crime in
American society in the interwar years-a rise unlike any faced by
competing industrial societies.43 The belief that only concerted efforts to
manage heredity could combat these issues formed much of the ideology
behind what followed: immigration restriction, Prohibition, and the
massive extension of the penal state, all part of the bundle of reforms
that characterized the Progressive Era.

During the first decades of the twentieth century, eugenics was widely
discussed across the globe as a scientific way of improving races through
measures to increase the fertility of the fittest and decrease the fertility
(or immigration) of the least fit, as well as a technology for nations to
improve their "racial fitness" in competition with others.44 In its focus on
investing public resources in healthy babies and in discouraging the
reproduction of avoidable disabilities, eugenics coalesced with the rising
field of public health; the two remain to some extent intertwined today.45

Although Great Britain, the country that originated the ideology, shared a
similar elite consensus about eugenics, no nominally democratic country
was more enthusiastic in its embrace of the eugenic idea in legislation
than the United States.46 Only Nazi Germany, which viewed itself in a
deadly competition with the United States to become a racial superpower
and which, in turn, copied its rival's system of antimiscegenation and
segregation laws, would eventually exceed the United States in policies
and practices pursued to eugenic ends.47

Domestically, at the time and since, the impact of eugenics generated the
most debate in two fields: (1) immigration laws, setting legal immigration
caps based on a thinly disguised racial-preference system for northern
Europeans explicitly based on eugenic premises, and (2) the expansive
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program of segregation and sterilization for adults deemed "degenerate"
due to mental illness or "feeblemindedness."48 The central promise of the
eugenicists remained consistent: selecting for a better population through
racial eugenic interventions could dramatically reduce or eliminate the
social problems associated with the poor, especially crime and mental
illness (which were increasingly seen as the same problem).49 The logical
leaps here were many (and never had an empirical basis), especially the
belief that criminality was a trait that people straightforwardly
inherited.50 But if only the most ardent eugenicists believed their
methods could completely eliminate bad traits, many reformers could
agree that it was logical to focus the criminal law's battle against crime on
those people believed to be unfit (as well as to extend control of the unfit
to those beyond the reach of the criminal law). As Galton put it, those
who persistently "procreate children inferior in moral, intellectual and
physical qualities . . . may come [to] be considered enemies to the
State."51

The use of long prison sentences as a mechanism of negative eugenics
has generally been ignored in the broader histories of eugenics in the
United States but has been recognized by historians of the penal state
and was central to the policy goals of eugenic governance. As leading
American eugenicist (and lawyer) Madison Grant memorably put it in his
widely read Passing of the Great Race, which promoted eugenics and
Nordic supremacy, "Man has the choice of two methods of race
improvement. He can breed from the best or he can eliminate the worst
by segregation or sterilization."52 Grant concluded that the former was
"impossible" in a democratic society.53 The Columbia Law School
graduate identified "the elimination of the least desirable elements of the
nation [achieved] by depriving them of the power to contribute to future
generations," including "actual death, life imprisonment, and banishment"
as the only "practical and hopeful method of improvement."54

Progressive judges and lawyers were at the forefront of promoting
eugenics as a master plan for the regulatory state in the early twentieth
century.55 Those squaring off against the Supreme Court's conservative
due process jurisprudence and oriented toward the new ideas promoted
by legal realism found in eugenics an exemplary form of their overall
belief that scientific expertise about social utility could justify government
in overruling individual rights.56 Perhaps no single document epitomized
this consensus more than Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes's eight-to-one
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majority opinion in Buck v. Bell, upholding eugenic sterilization for the
very purposes we are describing.57 Its infamous penultimate paragraph
is worth quoting in full:

We have seen more than once that the public welfare may call upon the
best citizens for their lives. It would be strange if it could not call upon
those who already sap the strength of the State for these lesser
sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those concerned, in order to
prevent our being swamped with incompetence. It is better for all the
world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, or
to let them starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those who are
manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. The principle that sustains
compulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian
tubes. Three generations of imbeciles are enough.58

Holmes was joined by seven of his fellow Justices, including liberal Louis
Brandeis.59 Only archconservative Pierce Butler dissented, issuing no
opinion.60

Today, scholars widely recognize that eugenics had an unusually strong
hold on the United States. Widely disparaged policies ranging from
prohibition to immigration restriction based on nationality emerged from
this apotheosis of enthusiasm for eugenics as a vision for governing
advanced industrial societies.61 In the conventional and largely positive
story, the enormous prestige and influence of eugenics crashed with the
defeat of the Nazis.62 Offended by genocidal mass murders and
chastened by their own approval of eugenic sterilization, American law
and social science both disavowed eugenics and embraced a greater
respect for human rights.63 However, historians have begun to question
how fully this postwar shift shook off the epistemological grasp of eugenic
thinking.64 Today, many scholars of American criminal justice suggest
that eugenics' influence survived and helped drive the punitive turn of the
late twentieth century and the rise of mass incarceration.65

II.The "Criminal" and the "Constable": Cardozo's Eugenic Trope

When then-New York Court of Appeals Judge Benjamin Cardozo offered
his famous rejection of the logic of the exclusionary rule for police
violations of constitutional privacy rights-"[t]he criminal is to go free
because the constable has blundered"66-he (and his audience) would
have had in mind for this alarming trope not the juridical criminal (who
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after all would not be a legal criminal if the exclusionary rule applied in
his case) but the eugenic criminal- the degenerate criminal-with all his
potential for criminal violence and the reproduction of future criminal
generations. Whether or not Cardozo specifically intended to invoke
Lombroso's criminal man67 or the generalized eugenic belief that
criminality was an inborn trait,68 he clearly conveyed the message that,
as a social policy, allowing a criminal like Defore to go free merely to
condemn a "blunder" by the police was a mistake and, if done
systematically, would endanger American society. Cardozo's reasoning
here comfortably fits his reputation as a pragmatic progressive with a
jurisprudential preference for favoring social utility when the law does not
require an inapposite result.69

Although none of the opinion's arguments turn on the actual facts of the
criminal conduct or police misconduct in Defore, several of the facts
would have had great resonance for his audience at the height of the
Eugenic Era. The crime at issue, theft of an overcoat from another
resident's room (petit larceny, a misdemeanor in New York at the time)
was minor, but there was reason to believe Defore's overall criminal
behavior was not.70 During the search of Defore's bedroom, the police
found a "blackjack"-a small club used in fights- the possession of which
was illegal in New York at the time.71 In short, the crime that motivated
the police intervention was less serious than the crime ultimately
revealed. Police discovery of this indicator of dangerousness was largely
accidental (even if the search of the room was hardly a "blunder").

The facts discussed above tick off several indicators of the eugenic
template for crime control.

Focus on a Dangerous Minority. Cardozo never describes Defore himself in
detail. However, Defore embodied the kind of figure eugenicists blame
most serious crime on: a predatory thief with indications of a predilection
to violence (the blackjack) embedded among other members of the lower
class. His race and criminal background are not described, but in a
eugenically reformed criminal system, these are the kinds of
considerations that would be considered if the criminal case continued
following the retention of the evidence. Although Cardozo does not dwell
on it, his formula does pose the implicit social threat of this rooming
house thief with his weapon against the blunder of the constable.
Although Defore's legal guilt may turn on whether the exclusionary rule
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should apply, his factual guilt implicates a threat factor that the opinion
never names but seems to turn on. In case that threat of violence was
not clear enough, Cardozo went on in his conclusion specifically to
imagine the application of the exclusionary rule to a suspect in a murder
case.72

Consider Law Enforcement a Weak Link. Cardozo's reference to the
"constable" as a blunderer may have been intended to minimize the
officer's misconduct (which was hardly an accident) but also suggests a
lack of confidence. Police, certainly in the 1920s, impressed few (let alone
New York's top appellate judge) with their honesty or efficiency as crime
fighters. In the realm of fiction, it fell to private detectives to solve
complicated crimes. Most police officers, especially in the large cities
where the crime problem was thought to concentrate, were from the
same immigrant groups. Cardozo's trope of the blundering constable ran
alongside rather than astride this judgment. When a potentially
dangerous criminal like Defore comes into the hands of the law, it is as
likely due to luck as due to skill. A system aimed at tackling an outsized
crime problem due to a population prone to criminality could not afford to
allow criminal convictions to be dismissed because of police errors.

Punish the Criminal, Not the Crime. Defore's crime was minor. The
blackjack hinted at more. The full social file presented by a probation
officer would show even more. In his conclusion, Cardozo went on to
hypothesize the application of the exclusionary rule to a case of murder:

A room is searched against the law, and the body of a murdered man is
found. If the place of discovery may not be proved, the other
circumstances may be insufficient to connect the defendant with the
crime. The privacy of the home has been infringed, and the murderer
goes free. . . . We may not subject society to these dangers until the
Legislature has spoken with a clearer voice.73

The Defore opinion itself never addresses what should be done with
criminals once they are subject to the state's control, as it solely
addresses whether the conviction should stand. However, the tension of
the "blundering constable and criminal" trope turns on the lost benefit to
society of the opportunity to impose that control. The whole thrust of
Cardozo's ruling in Defore is to narrow the individual right-here, Defore's
privacy interest in his room-by rejecting the exclusionary remedy.
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I do not wish to overstate what we can discern in the words of this
famous piece of judicial rhetoric. Within the four corners of the opinion,
Cardozo's use of the phrase "the criminal" is at best ambiguous. It is
consistent with both a notion of factual guilt grounded in the classical
criminal law concerns of retributive and deterrent considerations (Defore
was factually guilty of stealing his neighbor's coat) and a notion of
positive criminality grounded in eugenic concerns with immanent
criminality and the incapacitative and perhaps reform aims of Progressive
Era penal policy. Indeed, that ambiguity is important to the formula's
eventual success as a banner for realism about crime control in the late
twentieth century.74 Because the phrase is consistent with a focus on
punishing the factually guilty (and thus the goals of retribution and
deterrence), late twentieth-century champions of crime control in those
terms did not reckon with the eugenic meaning of the term for Cardozo's
time. Although it may be right that, whatever its origins, the noneugenic
meaning of the Cardozo formula has now become dominant in
understanding the modern Court's use of the formula, the danger is that
the eugenic meanings shaped strategic logics that have been transmitted
down as a pragmatic realism about crime control in American cities.

The case for reading "the criminal" in positivist-eugenic terms is
strengthened by considering Cardozo's own acceptance of the eugenic
view of crime as evidenced in his writings and speeches.75

III.A Wise Science: Cardozo and Eugenics

Cardozo's writings and speeches before and after Defore display a clear
intellectual awareness of and positive alignment with eugenic thinking
about crime control. Two years before Defore, in his 1924 book, The
Growth of the Law, which helped burnish his reputation as one of the
leading jurists of his day, Cardozo used the trope of a "wise science of
eugenics" to describe judging itself.76 Discussing the then-current
Restatement projects of the elite American Law Institute ("ALI"), Cardozo
celebrated the critical editorial task of its academic leaders in weeding out
weak precedents and choosing the right path forward for legal evolution
as an example of "what can be done for law by a wise science of
eugenics."77 The reference made clear and positive use of eugenics as a
project of managed evolution. Rather than allowing law to grow naturally
and haphazardly through positive citation by lawyers and courts,
Restatements aimed to favor some precedents over others through their
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expertise. The Restatement project itself may be seen as a kind of
eugenic project, since it was motivated by concern about the role that
immigrant lawyers were playing in reshaping litigation.78

Cardozo presented a more complete discussion of his eugenic view of
crime control in a lecture he gave before a medical association in New
York, titled "What Medicine Can Do for Law."79 Written three years after
Defore, Cardozo favorably cited the work of eugenics-influenced
criminologists like S. Sheldon Glueck, who argued that physicians rather
than judges should decide on punishments.80

Cardozo is self-deprecating and clear that the cutting-edge ideas belong
to others, but his affinity for this thinking is just as clear. After some
throat clearing aimed at pleasing an audience of elite doctors (one
imagines this was an evening of amicable feasting and perhaps a fat
honorarium not yet shadowed by the soonto-come market crash),
Cardozo begins with a standard progressive apologia for judicial errors in
the period when social and economic reforms were regularly being struck
down by the Supreme Court and many state high courts on the grounds
of liberty of contract: "We make our blunders from time to time as rumor
has it that you make your own. The worst of them would have been
escaped if the facts had been disclosed to us before the ruling was
declared."81 Striking themes that were well identified with legal realism,
Cardozo quoted his earlier work, The Nature of the Judicial Process:
"[S]tatutes are to be viewed, not in isolation . . . but in the setting and
the framework of present-day conditions as revealed by the labors of
economists and students of the social sciences in our own country and
abroad."82 The last bit almost certainly references eugenics.

This eugenics-infused realism includes a limited view of individual rights.
Citing the many cases that struck down legislation,83 Cardozo offered a
view of rights that would have been acceptable by the most ardent legal
eugenicist and that was likely written in light of Buck v. Bell, decided only
two years earlier:

Liberty in the literal sense is impossible for anyone except the anarchist,
and anarchy is not law, but its negation and destruction. What is undue in
mandate or restraint cannot be known in advance of the event by a
process of deduction from metaphysical principles of unvarying validity
[rights talk]. It can be known only when there is knowledge of the
mischief to be remedied, and knowledge of the mischief . . . is knowledge
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of the facts.84

It is hard to believe that Cardozo was not thinking about Holmes's opinion
in Buck, which had specifically written of preventing unnecessary
executions of the likely offspring of defective sterilization candidates,
when he offered his audience the image of the blundering constable-a
spectacle that was obviously familiar to him as the chief judge of the
court of last resort in then-heavyexecuting New York state.85 Invoking a
common "duty to our defective fellow beings" shared by doctors and
judges, Cardozo asked his audience to consider "the life history of a man
sentenced to the chair."86 Consistent with the criminologists and
eugenicists of his day, Cardozo asserts that this life history would show
that

[t]he heavy hand of doom was on his head from the beginning. The sin,
in truth, is ours-the sin of a penal system that leaves the victim to his
fate when the course that he is going is written down so plainly in the
files of the courts and the stigmata of mind and body.87

Cardozo embraced the eugenic solution of preventive incapacitation of the
defective as part of the coming reform of criminal law. He held out the
possibility of a chemical solution (much as sterilization was a solution to
the need for long-term segregation of the unfit) but maintained that the
law must have more for those who have shown their propensity to
violence:

The criminal of old was given copious draughts of exhortation and homily
administered with solemn mien by reformers lay and cleric. The criminal
of tomorrow will have fewer homilies and exhortations, but will have his
doses of thyroxin or adrenalin till his being is transfigured. Good people
sitting peacefully in their homes and reading fearsome tales of robbery
and rapine, may take comfort in the thought that while the generation of
character is in this process of "becoming," the body of the offender will be
in the keeping of the law.88

As if to address the possible objection from civil libertarians among his
audience, worried about the fates of their own wayward children, Cardozo
invoked the pitiable situation of the "casual offender" who "expiates his
offense in the company of defectives and recidivists," the latter of "whose
redemption is hopeless," and who, if freed by a rigid punitive system,
"goes back after a like term, or one not greatly different, to renew his life
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of crime, unable to escape it without escaping from himself."89 The
solution for eugenicists, one that has been repackaged for our time, is the
preventive incapacitation of those deemed permanent or habitual
offenders. Cardozo specifically endorsed a British statute that
supplemented punishment with preventive detention: "Here or in some
system not dissimilar may be found the needed adjustment between the
penal and the remedial elements in our scheme of criminology."90
Cardozo reassured his readers that he "would not shut the door of hope
on anyone, though classified in some statistical table as defective or
recidivist, so long as scientific analysis and study of his mental and
physical reactions after the state had taken him in hand held out the
promise of redemption."91

The point is not that Cardozo's eugenic thinking about crime was
especially innovative or even influential in its time; the eugenic thought of
others was far more important, including that of those cited by Cardozo in
his lecture to the doctors. Virtually all of the leading social scientists of
the era supported eugenics, and even the critics thought it was probably
mostly accurate.92 It is precisely because eugenics was such a consensus
reform position on criminal justice and aligned so perfectly with Cardozo's
realist preference for functional laws that served social utility that he saw
rejection of the exclusionary rule as an easy case, a seemingly pragmatic
realism about crime and criminals that he packed into his influential
trope, pitting blundering constables against supposed habitual criminals.

IV.The Rise and Fall and Rise Again of Cardozo's "the Criminal" Trope on
the Exclusionary Rule

From just before World War I, when the federal exclusionary rule was
announced in Weeks v. United States,93 to after World War II, Cardozo's
case against the rule on eugenic grounds had little relevance to the
federal system, which dealt with a relatively tiny and select group of
people. However, once the Supreme Court's incorporation doctrine raised
the possibility that the exclusionary rule would be imposed on all the
states, Cardozo's pithy critique of the exclusionary rule began its own
career in the Supreme Court. In Wolf v. Colorado, decided in 1949, a six-
to-three majority voted to reject extending the rule to all of the states as
part of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, citing
Defore and praising the "[w]eighty testimony against such an insistence .
. . [in] the opinion of Mr. Justice (then-Judge) Cardozo."94
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A little more than a decade later, in the landmark Mapp v. Ohio decision,
the Court reversed Wolf and explicitly rejected the presumption of
"blunder" that Cardozo artfully worked into his narration of the hardly
accidental incident. The facts in Mapp, with its home-invading, warrant-
faking, woman-groping, and almost certainly racially demeaning police-
officer conduct, were perhaps distinguishable, but the majority opinion
did not rely on such a distinction, instead rejecting the Defore formulation
as doctrinally superseded by subsequent decisions and opining that "the
force of that reasoning has been largely vitiated by later decisions of this
Court."95 Crucially, neither Mapp nor any subsequent decision challenged
the eugenic assumptions underlying Cardozo's view that releasing Defore
from the consequences of his misdemeanor conviction would be a price
incommensurate with improving police compliance with the law. Soon it
would return. In one of Mapp's most famous passages, the Court deemed
this price acceptable rather than overstated: "The criminal goes free, if he
must, but it is the law that sets him free."96 Over the next decades,
dissenting Justices seeking to limit the exclusionary rule would invoke the
Cardozo formulation.97 In the 1980s, the tide turned as a new majority
began limiting the rule.98

Cardozo wrote his formula about "the criminal" going free as a result of
the exclusionary rule when eugenics was reaching its cultural peak (just a
few years ahead of the Supreme Court's eight-to-one embrace of it in
Buck v. Bell). By the time it was lauded as "[w]eighty testimony" by
Justice Frankfurter in Wolf" eugenics was out of fashion. When Justice
Clark in Mapp described Cardozo's view on the exclusionary rule as one
that "time has set its face against," the rather emphatic characterization
may have hinted at acknowledgment of the eugenic thinking behind it,
but the citation was to more recent Supreme Court decisions reaffirming
the value of the exclusionary rule.100 Now enshrined by a majority of the
Supreme Court as limited to those circumstances where the heavy costs
Cardozo emphasized are warranted by the seriousness of the police
misconduct, the Cardozo formula has lost any direct association with
eugenics. Yet this history has an afterlife in the expanded and aggressive
penal state that was normalized in eugenic fears about the outsized crime
problem facing American cities in the early twentieth century. Cardozo's
formulation managed to condense that eugenic logic into a canon of
realism about crime control that has flourished in our time including in a
wider body of Supreme Court decisions, not only on the exclusionary rule
but also more broadly in the Court's Fourth and Eighth Amendment
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jurisprudence.

Focus on a Dangerous Minority. This is bedrock eugenics and anchored in
a hereditary view of criminal behavior. Yet the primary source of
alternative thinking in the early and mid-twentieth century-the
sociological school of criminal justice analysis associated with the
University of Chicago-was led by scholars who accepted key parts of the
eugenics framework but believed environment also played a role worthy
of crime-prevention attention.101 Once eugenics was abandoned in the
1950s as a biological theory that underpinned the salience of a minority
of people involved in crimes, both criminology and criminal justice
thinking reframed this as a sociological finding with undetermined but
presumably social and cultural sources.102

Professor Khalil Gibran Muhammad's work in particular highlights the way
eugenic thought allowed Black people, migrating to large northern cities
during the First World War and after, to become the main focus of
criminological efforts to differentiate criminal threats.103 Equipped with
eugenic thinking that cast races in a kind of continuum of racial fitness,
progressive criminal justice thinkers cast Black people as far more
dangerous than immigrants from less clearly white parts of Europe
(Italians, Jews, Slavs, etc.).104

As historian Elizabeth Hinton argues, when crime policy became a
frontburner national political issue during the Johnson Administration, the
view that the major threat of crime was anchored in Black communities
was presumptive and unquestioned.105 An early effort to head off danger
with a war on poverty soon gave way to the war on crime.

Consider Law Enforcement a Weak Link. Despite a revolution in law
enforcement educational requirements, professionalism, and training that
has been recognized by the Supreme Court,106 contemporary Fourth
Amendment jurisprudence is full of examples where Fourth Amendment
privacy is limited based on the concern that full enforcement would
render some aspect of modern policing less convenient or effective,
leading to an unacceptable increase in crime.107 It is as if police remain
in the eyes of legal elites what they were for Cardozo: blunderers. Only
now, police can only be addressed as warrior heroes, but heroes ever
capable of being improved by the newest reforms, most recently
algorithms to pick hot spots for stop and frisk.
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Punish the Criminal, Not the Crime. For Progressive Era legal reformers,
especially those who identified with legal realism, eugenics was
considered an easy case for overriding concerns about individual rights in
the name of reducing crime and the cost of punishment.108 After all, a
habitual offender arrested for a minor crime might be worthier of an
incapacitative sentence, from this perspective, than a normal individual
provoked into a homicidal rage (Cardozo's "casual" offender who may
have to be locked up with the feebleminded and recidivists). In Europe,
this was often taken as a total attack on the role of law in the penal
field.109 In America, always more flexible in criminal justice as a tool of
settler-colonial race control, it meant an expansion of criminal justice
discretion to allow prosecutors and new criminal justice actors, like
probation officers and juvenile court judges, to distinguish the dangerous
from the reformable.110

Today we are used to the idea that prosecutors have tremendous
discretion to use their charging and sentencing powers to incapacitate
those they deem dangerous, and we even assign much of the blame for
mass incarceration to these powers.111 But it was in the Eugenic Era that
this capacity began to be constructed through the formation of new penal
measures, like probation, parole, and habitual offender laws, and
associated with enhancing public safety.112

V.The Post-Mapp Return of "the Criminal"

Sixty years after it was endorsed by a Supreme Court majority in Wolf
and forty-eight years after being prematurely buried in Mapp, the
Supreme Court majority in Herring v. United States restored Cardozo's
emphasis on "the criminal" to the status of accepted wisdom about why
the exclusionary rule should not be used to redress routine violations of
the Fourth Amendment. Quoting Cardozo, Chief Justice Roberts
explained: "In such a case, the criminal should not 'go free because the
constable has blundered.'"113 Although eugenics remains anathema
today, the eugenic template of crime-control assumptions and beliefs
outlined above remains as potent as ever, now largely distanced from its
unsightly origins as a hardnosed judicial realism about crime and crime
control.

We can see Cardozo's eugenic assumptions and beliefs not only in the
Court's increasingly restricted exclusionary rule jurisprudence but also in
the Fourth Amendment more generally (to which Mapp joined the
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exclusionary rule for better and worse). His pessimistic assumptions
about America's urban population and crime problem, baked into
progressive legal thinking of the early twentieth century, has passed to us
as a largely unstated weight to be put on the scale in favor of allowing
arrests and searches to stand. Like the "dark matter" of physics, whose
mass is mathematically necessary to account for observations at the
galactic level and above114 but which cannot be detected with
conventional instruments, the dark legacy of eugenic thought exerts a
pull on contemporary Fourth Amendment law that is invisible to color-
blind definitions of equality and that has made the courts complicit in
permitting the expansion of policing and punishment we know today as
mass incarceration.

A.The Exclusionary Rule

Nothing could flout the imperatives of eugenic thinking more than
permitting habitual criminals to escape segregation by the penal system
through a rule designed to honor their formalistic individual rights. The
dangerousness of American criminals, the weakness of the police as a
crime-control institution, and the centrality of acting on the factual rather
than the legal status of the penal subject are all factored into Cardozo's
assessment of the "costs" of the exclusionary rule. In its most decisive
statement on the exclusionary rule since Mapp, the contemporary Court's
ruling in Herring reaffirmed Cardozo's appraisal of the excessive social
costs of the rule (despite little empirical evidence about cases actually
lost or crimes not prevented).115

Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the majority, offered his own version of
the Cardozo formula (without citation to Defore), making its eugenic
agenda even more explicit: "The principal cost of applying the rule is, of
course, letting guilty and possibly dangerous defendants go free . . .
."116 As a result, Roberts noted, the exclusionary rule offended "basic
concepts of the criminal justice system."117 Which basic concepts?
Where are they in the Constitution? And if they reside in an unstated
knowledge about American crime and crime control, we have every
reason to be concerned that such knowledge includes the very eugenics-
based template of modern crime control we have been discussing.118

B.Stop and Frisk and Deadly Force

In one of its final contributions to criminal procedure, the Warren Court
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endorsed an expansive vision of police powers that would allow police to
stop and frisk those who they reasonably suspected of being involved in
unfolding or recently completed crimes.119 In explaining what has
become one of the most helpful effects of the decision for police powers-
that is, the enabling of a relatively automatic jump from suspicion of
crime to belief in the possibility of violence-Chief Justice Warren, who had
been the District Attorney for progressive Alameda County (Oakland,
Berkeley)120 at the very moment Cardozo was writing Defore, wrote:

Certainly it would be unreasonable to require that police officers take
unnecessary risks in the performance of their duties. American criminals
have a long tradition of armed violence, and every year in this country
many law enforcement officers are killed in the line of duty, and
thousands more are wounded.121

This same image of the armed and violent "American criminal" was
unnamed but present in the Supreme Court's landmark Graham v.
Connor122 decision that is the focus of this symposium, qualifying Fourth
Amendment limits on police use of force by the requirement of prioritizing
police knowledge and belief.123 Noting that "police officers are often
forced to make split-second judgments- in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving-about the amount of force that is
necessary in a particular situation,"124 the Court tied the evaluation of
reasonableness to "the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene,
rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight."125

What exactly is this "perspective" that is more reasonable than the
"20/20 vision of hindsight"? I would suggest it is Cardozo's eugenic
understanding of the dangerousness posed by American criminals
repackaged as a pragmatic realism about crime control. More specifically,
the specter of the armed criminal (who is almost by definition the
habitual criminal) haunts all three cases. Like Defore's blackjack but
worse, the gun has become a ubiquitous assumption of American policing,
one anchored in the eugenic idea of American criminals as particularly
violent and dangerous. In Terry, it is the concession to this reality that
requires a novel form of Fourth Amendment search unfound in the history
of the Amendment. In Defore, it is the obvious lunacy of letting "the
criminal" go free to honor a formalistic legal right. In Graham, it is the
necessary reconstruction of reality to make sure it conforms to the
weaker police side of the crime-control project.
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C.Racial Profiling

One might think that the one aspect of the eugenic template that would
have to be rejected to comport with modern color-blind equality values is
that era's obsession with nonwhite (enough) races and, in particular, with
blackness as the degenerate source of serious urban crime, as well as the
parallel project of controlling and containing their bodies (especially the
young and fertile). And yet that kind of racially selective policing and
punishment (especially directed at African Americans) is exactly what the
era of mass incarceration has turned into an assembly line.126 At every
opportunity to demand an end to racial profiling, whether at the apex of
the punitive state in the death penalty127 or in its entry level of "stop
and frisk,"128 the contemporary Supreme Court has resolutely declined
to do so-acknowledging, if only implicitly, the value of racial knowledge to
the modem regime, a supposedly post-eugenic world of crime control.

Most importantly, in Whren v. United States,129 the majority rejected
clear evidence of racial profiling in a traffic stop, holding the use of such
tactics constitutional under the Fourth Amendment because the stop was
"objectively" reasonable; the subjective intentions of the officer were
irrelevant.130 With a callousness just short of Justice Holmes's in Buck v.
Bell, Justice Scalia dismissed attempt after attempt by the petitioners to
identify ways courts could in fact hold police accountable for using race as
a proxy for crime, including obeying their own departmental
regulations.131 There is no final line about three generations of imbeciles
being enough. But we can see Cardozo's pragmatic realism about
American crime in Scalia's reduction of the facts of Whren to a "run-of-
the-mine case," concluding, "[W]e think there is no realistic alternative to
the traditional common-law rule that probable cause justifies a search
and seizure."132 Why is there no realistic alternative, even though
multiple ones were offered no less awkward than many others accepted
by the Court including in Terry? I would contend that it is because race is
so central to how police do their work. In short, eugenics, now
transformed into a color-blind approach to crime control, is what puts the
realism in the "realistic" rejection of the alternatives.

Conclusion

The perception of American cities as plagued by violent, racially
degenerate criminals became commonplace among America's university-
educated elite in the early decades of the twentieth century. Legal
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reformers, like Dean Roscoe Pound of Harvard, believed major
innovations were needed to maintain crime control in the face of these
realities, even if such innovations would require rejecting traditional
understandings of individual rights, privacy, and family life.133 The global
social and scientific movement known as eugenics aligned with and
helped set the agenda for this reform movement, which called itself
"progressive," and institutions like probation, the juvenile court, and
parole were part of the response.

After the Second World War, eugenics-stained by the widespread Nazi
human rights abuses carried out in its name-fell into an embarrassed
silence.134 New approaches, whether in mental health or corrections,
pointedly sought to distinguish themselves from the biological
determinism and utilitarian calculus promoted by eugenics. In fields like
criminal law and criminology, a shift toward psychological and social
theories of criminalization flourished in part in response to
embarrassment about the earlier overembrace of biological theory. But
the underlying template of criminal justice thinking that eugenics had
promoted remained deeply inscribed in the principles and practices of the
penal state and in thinking about criminal justice policy.

Prior to 1961 and the Supreme Court's imposition of the exclusionary rule
on the states in Mapp v. Ohio, there was little reason for this template
and these principles to be tested directly by the Supreme Court. Although
Mapp and other criminal procedure decisions of the 1960s can be read
today as a partial repudiation of eugenic thinking in criminal justice,135
the Court failed to make this critique explicit. Accordingly, when the tide
of politics in America turned toward governing through crime in the
1970s, the eugenic template-now hardened into a pragmatic realism
about crime-proved influential all over again.136 Once the Supreme Court
found itself regularly facing policemisconduct cases under the
exclusionary rule, it was inevitably faced with the dilemma of American
crime control as Cardozo had already known it: How much can state
criminal justice systems, with their burden of urban criminal populations,
afford to indulge federal rights shaped for a far more rarified crime
problem?

As the Supreme Court began a major intervention in policing through
review of search-and-seizure cases, it might have seized the occasion to
uproot this eugenic template. The bloodbath of crime that eugenicists had
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seen coming from the overcrowded Jewish and Italian neighborhoods had
become a Hollywood memory by World War II. And as the demand for
tough-on-crime policies grew, so did the stock of Cardozo's judicial
realism. In the years after, the Supreme Court has both reaffirmed the
centrality of criminal dangerousness to its skepticisms about the
exclusionary rule and affirmed the other core principles of eugenic
thought on crime prevention.

The influence of something like the eugenics movement in the early part
of the twentieth century on mass policing and mass incarceration in the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries is both blunt and difficult to
trace. It is widely known that the expansion of the penal state in the early
part of the century was largely justified on eugenic grounds and included
those Progressive Era penal innovations like probation, parole, and
preventive policing.137 It has also become clear that a weaponized form
of all of these played a crucial role in creating mass incarceration.138 Yet
it seems sharply anachronistic to read early twentieth-century eugenic
thinking onto late twentieth-century American crimecontrol policies, given
how much those polices protest their fealty to color blindness.

My aim in this Essay has been to identify one line of influence: the
influential realism of then-Judge Cardozo's famous rejection of the
exclusionary rule in People v. Defore. The storyline is clear enough: The
reforming jurists of the early twentieth century-Cardozo chief among
them-and most Progressive Era social scientists were enthusiastic about
eugenics as a model for how to reform law and society with science. Even
those who opposed its strongest claims believed it got a lot right.139
Judges and academic criminologists were particularly important in
building eugenics into a framework for thinking about crime prevention as
reflected in Holmes's Buck v. Bell opinion. When the core of beliefs and
assumptions of racial eugenics became anathema after the Second World
War, this layer of understanding about crime control remained entrenched
in American criminal justice thinking.

These jurists and scientists were heroes to the legal realists, and their
influence on the postwar generations of lawyers and judges remained
great as translated into the Legal Process school of the midcentury
(quotes from Holmes and Cardozo festoon the outer wall of Berkeley
Law's main classroom building and have greeted students on their daily
arrival since the mid-1950s). This Essay suggests that when these jurists,
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many of them great liberals like Chief Justice Earl Warren, began to
reform criminal procedure in the 1960s, they did so carrying an outsized
portrait of the dangerousness of American criminals and the weakness of
American crime control that carried over from the 1920s, transformed
into a color-blind realism attractive to judges in the late twentieth
century. As demand for a war on crime emerged in the late twentieth
century even more fervently than that mounted by the eugenicists in the
early twentieth century, Cardozo's realism and its pessimistic eugenic
assumptions about urban crime in America provided a safe color-blind line
of retreat after the disruption of Mapp. As another generation of
reformers and even abolitionists consider whether the Fourth Amendment
can play a role in rebalancing police in contemporary society, they must
reckon with this often cynical realism and its spectral eugenic thinking.
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Whitman, supra note 12, at 149.
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the Japanese "threat" during the wartime crisis is also not inconsistent
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122 490 U.S. 386 (1989).
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131 Id. at 815.
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proceedings subject to many aspects of due process-including right to
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abrogated by Allen v. Illinois, 478 U.S. 364, 372 (1986).
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and Created a Culture of Fear (2007) (arguing that variety of state actors
have governed through crime and criminal procedure over past four
decades).

137 See Willrich, supra note 22, at 104.

138 See generally JONATHAN SIMON, Poor Discipline: PAROLE AND THE
SOCIAL CONTROL of the Underclass, 1890-1990 (1993) (tracing parole
from Progressive Era to 1980s as it became increasingly focused on
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139 See Leonard, supra note 10, at 21-24 (documenting widespread
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